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In the Name of the Almighty Presence of God, I AM, and through the full power of 
the I AM Presence and the Threefold Flame pulsating in every Heart, I speak 
directly to the Divine Intelligence within every Electron of precious Life energy 
existing in my Earthly Bodies and the Earthly Bodies of ALL Humanity, the 
Elemental Kingdom and Mother Earth.  
 
Blessed Electrons, through the Power of God, I AM, I COMMAND that the 
FLAMES of PURITY and TRANSFIGURATION in the central Core of your Being 
now EXPAND, EXPAND and EXPAND continuously and permanently. 
 
Through the Power of God, I AM, I direct the Crystalline-white Flame of Purity and 
the Violet and Opal Flame of Transfiguration to cast off any shadows cloaking the 
Electrons within my physical, etheric, mental and emotional bodies and the 
Electrons within the physical, etheric, mental and emotional bodies of Humanity, 
the Elemental Kingdom and Mother Earth. 
 
Sacred Flames of Purity and Transfiguration cast all of these shadows into the 
Violet Flame of God’s Infinite Perfection. Instantly PURIFY and TRANSFIGURE 
every shadow back into its original perfection. Raise every rate of vibration which 
is causing any form of limitation in my life or in the World into the Heart-based 
frequencies of the New Earth. 
 
As the Flames of Purity and Transfiguration quicken the vibratory rate of each 
Electron, I witness every cloak of darkness being cast into the Violet Flame. All 
shadows created by Humanity’s past misuse of our Precious Gift of Life are being 
instantly PURIFIED and TRANSFIGURED into Light. 
 
From this moment forth, through the Grace of God and my I AM Presence, I AM 
experiencing the blazing WHITE FLAME of PURITY and the VIOLET and OPAL 
FLAME of TRANSFIGURATION continuously and permanently expanding, 
expanding and expanding within the Core of Purity in every Electron of precious 
Life energy on Earth. 
 
I ACCEPT and KNOW that through the COMMAND of my I AM Presence, this 
purification is being God Victoriously accomplished through all dimensions, all 
timeframes and all levels of consciousness.   
 
And so it is, Beloved I AM That I AM. 


